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1. Introduction. An asymptotic expansion which is valid for all of

the solutions of a nonhomogeneous linear system of differential

equations of the form

(1) dy/dt = A(t)y + p(t)

is developed in this article. In equation (1), A(t) is an nXn matrix,

p(t) is an «-vector; both A(t) and p(t) have elements which are

Lebesgue integrable on each finite subinterval of [0, oo). The fun-

damental matrix of the homogeneous equation associated with (1)

which is equal to the «X« identity matrix at t = t0 will be denoted

by <£(/; t0). The norm of a vector or a matrix is defined to be the sum

of the absolute values of each of its components and will be designated

by the symbol || -||.

Results on the convergence of the solutions of a differential equa-

tion, by definition, yield asymptotic representations for the solu-

tions. In [l], Bridgland demonstrates (under certain conditions) that

the solutions y(t) of (1) satisfy the equality

lim   J    $(/;t)<¿t      lim p(t) \.
(-.00    J t JL   1-»» J

lim y{t) ■

A generalization of Bridgland's convergence was investigated in [3]

by the author; in particular, for a given scalar function \p(t) an

«-vector (matrix) q(t) is called \p-convergent as t approaches infinity

if there exists a constant «-vector (matrix) L such that q(t)~Lip(t)

as t approaches infinity. Similarly, q{t) is called \p-bounded as t

approaches infinity if q(t) =0(\p(t)) as / approaches infinity. All order

relations in this note are considered as "t approaches infinity" and

this qualifying phrase will usually not be stated. Some acquaintance

with the content of reference [3] will be assumed since we will often

refer to arguments and statements from that article.

We now state the sufficiency condition of Theorem 3 of [3] as

Theorem 0. Let <f>, \p be given scalar functions which are absolutely

continuous on bounded subintervals of [0, oo) and satisfy the equality

f»\<p(tW-1(t)\dt=*o.If
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(i) every solution of (1) is ^/-bounded for every ^-bounded p(t)

[or, equivalents, f'¡a\\$(t; t)0(t)(| =0(\p(t))];

(ii) fi'$(t, T)<f>(T)dT~ß\p(t) for some constant matrix ß; then

every solution y(t) of (1) is ¡[/-convergent for every (p-convergent p(t).

The proof of the theorem reveals a representation similar to the

above mentioned result of Bridgland. Namely, every solution y(t)

of (1) satisfies

(2) y(t)~ßL*(t),

where L = lim¡-„ <p~1(t)p(t); this result is indicated in equation (24)

of [3]. Two questions arise concerning equation (2): First, (2) gives

an asymptotic representation for the vector y(t), can this be extended

to an asymptotic expansion for the solutions y(t) of (1)? Secondly, all

of these solutions y(t) are asymptotically equivalent at infinity, do

they always agree in their asymptotic development?

By the choice of the functions <f> and \p of the above theorem as

<p(t) =tr, \p(t) =tm with r—m = q, q a nonnegative integer, and by as-

suming certain asymptotic power series expansions hold, we shall

answer both questions affirmatively for these special cases.

2. The asymptotic expansion. We will denote by Qk(t), k^.0, the

expression

(3) Qk(t) =   f   *-"*+*$(/; r)r^kdr;

and by Pk(t)

(4) Pk(t) = rQk(t).

From (4), it may be seen that Pk(t) satisfies the nonhomogeneous

matrix equation

Pi = {Ait) + ktrlt)Pk + ri

where / denotes the «X« identity matrix. Hence, another represen-

tation of Pk(t) is Pk(t) =f'tft(t; T)Trdr where ^(t; t0) is the fundamen-

tal matrix of the system z'= (A(t)+kt~1I)z satisfying ^(t0; t0)=I.

From the variation of parameters formula, we obtain an integral

equation representation for Qk(t); namely,

(5) Qk(t) = k f   *-»$(/; r)r^Qk(r)dr + Q0(t).

The next result is concerned with the asymptotic expansion of Qk(t).
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We shall adopt the summation convention that any sum of the form

/ ,?„„—whose terminal index b is less than the initial index a—will be

assumed to be zero; otherwise, the usual summation notation will be

observed.

Theorem 1. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 0 be satisfied wherein

\p(t) =tm, 4>{t) =tr with r — m = q, q a nonnegative integer. Furthermore,

let Qa(t) possess the asymptotic power series expansion

(6) 0,(0 ~ ¿ Ci.tt-*,       Oûvû ».
1=0

Then Qk(t) also has an asymptotic power series expansion given by

(7) Qk(t) ~ ¿ C.-.or*
i-o

provided q^rj and k>0.

If q^-q — 1 and k>0, then Qk(t) has an asymptotic power series ex-

pansion given by

(8) Qk(t) ~ ¿ Ditt-'
i=0

where Di,k are recursively given as follows:

Suppose Co,* = Co,o/or all k>0, then Diik is defined by

Di,k = C'i.o, i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , q;

= Ci,0 + Ci,k,       i = q + 1, q + 2, • ■ • , tj;

where

i—q—l

(9) Ci,k = k   2~2   Di,i-JDi-t-i-J,h,        i = q+ 1, q+ 2, ■ ■ ■ ,r¡.
i=o

Proof. First, we shall show that the asymptotic expansion (7)

holds when q^r¡; to this end, an induction on the number of terms in

the expansion of Qk(t), as given by (7), will be used. Since Qo(t)

possesses an asymptotic representation Qo(¿)~Co,o then the repre-

sentation Qk(t)~Co,o follows from equation (28) of [3]. Now, we

shall assume that the expansion (7) is valid to N—Í terms, N—Í <rj;

then, using the integral equation (5), we obtain
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N-l

tNÏQk(t)- ¿2Ci,ot-
L ,=o

¡
tN h J   rm$(t; T)rm-1

N-l

(10)

Qk(r) -  ¿2 Ci.or-'
x-O

N-l     p t N-l \

+ k¿2¡    r»*(/; T^-'-^T-Ci.o + Qo(t) - ¿2 Cil0f-'}
<=o   J t0 »=0 /

=  k   I      /iV-m$(i', T)û(Tr-"-N)dT

N-l      /» t

+ k¿Z\   «»■—*(/; T)T-«-*-yi-CM +^,9 + 0(1).

Each of the quantities on the right side of the above equation will

be considered separately. First, one can write

f  tN~m<i>(t; T)o(TT-i~N)dT =  f  tN-m$(t; T)Tr-Ny(T)dr
J «0 ^ ¡0

where 7(¿) =o(l). It will now be shown that there exists a positive

constant M such that

f  tN-m\\^(t; T)\\T^dT ^ M.

Using the definitions (3) and (4) along with the supplementary re-

marks following them we note that

PN(t) -  f *(/; t)t'¿t
J to

where ^f(t; to) is the fundamental matrix of the equation

z> = (A(t) + NtrlI)z

such that ^(k; to)=I. This differential equation may be regarded

as a perturbation of the homogeneous equation x'=A(t)x; hence,

a calculation shows that ^(t; t0)=tN$(t; t0)to~N. Theorem 2 of [3],

which is a result of perturbation type, used in conjunction with

Theorem 1 of that paper implies that there exists a constant M>0

such that

f  r*1-w||#(l;r)||T^wáT=   f  H|tf(/; t)||t'Jt á M.
J h J ¡o

Armed with this fact, the order relation
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(11) J    tN-m$(t; T)o{T'-"-N)dT = o(l)
J <0

may be established as follows. For e a given positive number, let

fi>/o be chosen so that |*y(i)[ <e/2M whenever tüh' Select t2^h

sufficiently large such that /¿1iw_m||i>(i; T)y(T)\\Tr-NdT<e/2 for t^t2;

this is possible by virtue of Lemma 1 of [3]. Then, for t^t2,

f   ¿•v""'$(i!;r)o(r'-«-JV)fir     g   f V—1|*(/; ̂ y^r'-^dT
Il J h II       J i0

+ — f  tN-m\W<,t;T)\\r^NdT
2MJU        " "

<«;

this verifies (11).

Also, as a consequence of the above proof, we have

(12) tN-m${t; rjrr-r-t-'dT =   I    /*-"$(*; r)r'-Jvo(l)dT = o(l).

in J h

The combination of the order relations (11) and (12) with equation

(10) yields

limp
I—>oo

e*(o - E CI.0Í-*= Cjv.o

which verifies (7) in the case that v=q-

Next, it will be shown that the expansion (8) holds for r¡ satisfying

the inequality q-r-lúv- In this instance, certainly, the expansion

Co(0"~Si-o Ci,ot~l is valid; hence, the previous case of the theorem

can be applied to obtain the asymptotic expansion Q*(0/*>*' 2^rt~oGi,ot~'.

Again the procedure used to establish (8) is induction; suppose

that the expansion (8) is valid to N—l terms, where q^N—Krj;

then, from (5), we obtain

tN\Qk(t) - Z Di.kt-'] = k f  /*—#(/; T)rm-lo{T-N+l)dr
L ¿=o A       J t0

(13) + ¿ Ct.&-* + o«w-*) - ¿ D{lhF-
i=0 t—0

iV-1     /» Í
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As noted above in the previous part of the theorem (see, e.g. (11))

we have

(14) f tN-m$(l; r)rm-No(i)dT = o (I).

The use of the definition of D,,k leads to the equality

¿ Ci.ot»-* + o(t»-*) - ¿Z DtJp-*

(15) i=°' JV—1

= Cn,o-   ¿Z CtjF-t + o(1).
¿=9+1

The last group of terms on the right side of equation (13) will now

be considered; a rearrangement gives

JV—1      /• i

k¿Z   I   **-"•$(*, tJt*-1-^-Z>fl*

(16) "0      *

= k ¿Z /iV-"-1-i 1    t-m+i+l+i<í>(t; T)Tr-<i-l-idT-Di,k.

i=0 " la

An application of the induction hypothesis in each of the special

cases k=i-\rq-\-\, i = Q, 1, • • • , N—1, yields the asymptotic expan-

sion

/i t N-lrm+«+1+í*(í; r)rr-«-1-ídT ~ ¿Z Dj,^+i1r>,

i = 0, 1, • • • , N—Í. Using this expansion and the definition of d,k

as given by (9) the right side of (16) may be written as

N-Q—l     N-q-1

*   Z       £   Z?y,4+i+,A-,*iw-^1-<-y+o(l)
i—0 i=0

N-q-1   N-q—l—i

= k   ¿Z        ¿Z    Djjr-i-jDif-t-i-i-iM* + °(1)

<i7> N-l::   '"°
=    ¿   C/f-i.^ + o(l)

¿•=0

JV-l

=  ¿Z Cut*-* + CN,k + o(l).
i=q+\

The insertion of the conjunction of equations (16) and (17) together

with the expressions (14) and (15) into equation (13) gives the de-
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sired expansion (8) when q^-q — 1. This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

An asymptotic power series expansion for the solutions of (1) will

now be demonstrated. For notational purposes we write

Qk(t) ~ Z Difit-i
1=0

where Diik is given by the expression in the statement of Theorem 1;

this will be done independent of the relative size of q and r\.

Theorem 2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1 be satisfied. If Qo(t)

has the asymptotic expansion (6) and p(t) has the asymptotic expansion

(18) p{t) ~ ¿ Pit'-'
i=0

then all solutions y(t) of (1) possess the expansion

(19)

Proof. From the variation of parameters method we obtain

(20) t~my(t) = r»$(i; to)yo +  f  /-"■#(/; T)p{r)dr.
J k

For 77 = 0 the conclusion of the above theorem reduces to that of

Theorem 0 where the asymptotic representation is given by (2); pro-

ceeding inductively we now assume that the expansion (19) is valid

for the integer N—l<r¡. From (20), it follows that

y(t) ~ Z Z Di-jjpjr-K
¿=0 i-*0

tN

(21)

where

A'-l      » -]

t~my(t) - Z Z Di-ijpf*
¿=o   y=o J

= **-»*(/; t0)yo +  f   lN~mHt; r)T'eN+l{T)dr
J h

N      r* 1

**-»*(*; t)t«-<dr-pi- Z   Z Vi-i,iPtN-
i=0     J=0

eN+i(l) = p(t)t-r - Z Pf*

Lemma 1 of  [3] yields the fact that P_m<í>(í; í0)yo = o(l)  and an
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argument like that quoted for (11) shows that

f  /*-"■$(*; T)r'eN+i(T)dT = o(l),
J h

since eN+i(t) =o(t~N). Thus, the right side of (21) becomes

N     /• t N-l     i

¿Z I    /"-»*(/; rlT-VZr./,,-  ¿Z   ¿Z Di^jPit"-* + 0(1)
,=0«'  <o *—0    J—0

(22) =  ¿Z tN-'\ f  «—«*(*; r)r^dr -    ¿Z   D,.*-*   pi
i-0 L J i0 y-o J

+    f    tN~m<i>(t; T)Tr~NdT-pN + 0(1).

Theorem 1 may be applied to the quantity in the brackets above

to yield

/. ¡ w-i—»rm+i$(t; T^dr -    J2   DjJ-i = Dw/c-fl + o(rN+i),

i = 0, 1, • • • , jV - 1.

Inserting this result into equation (22) yields

r JV--1   <

fi> f

N-l      i "I

*y(t) -IE Di-tjpß-i
t=0     J'»0 J

JV-1 p t

= ¿Z DN-i,ipi +  I    /«■--*(/; r)T^dr-pN + o(l)
t-fl "   f0

N

~ ¿Z DN-i,ipi-
<=o

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 1. It is interesting to note that no additional hypotheses

on our system are necessary (other than the expected ones of the

existence of asymptotic expansions for Q0 and p) to obtain an asymp-

totic expansion for the solutions rather than an asymptotic repre-

sentation for the solutions. This does not happen for certain other

sets of hypotheses; see e.g. Hille [4] for a linear second order scalar

equation or [l], [5] for nonlinear extensions where additional

(stronger) hypotheses are required to find higher order asymptotic

expansions.

Remark 2. The answer to the second question raised in the intro-
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duction concerning the total agreement of the asymptotic develop-

ments of the solutions of (1) is affirmative in the case considered

here where an asymptotic power sequence is used (as indicated by

Theorem 2). It is probable that in the general case all of the solu-

tions have the same asymptotic expansion up to terms of order

/-™||$(/; ¿0)|| which, as indicated by Lemma 1 of [3], may be quite

small.
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